













The Vikings were always destined to be rock stars. The qualities most often associated with them in popular culture fit almost uncannily well with some of the most cherished ideals of rock’n’roll: Vikings are filled with a boundless restless energy, they are heartily hyper-masculine and, perhaps above all, they exult in wayward hell-for-leather excess. Bad boys with a reputation for living life to the max and not giving a damn what anyone else thinks, they seem to be the original proponents of everything the rock star lifestyle is supposed to be about. That these boozy bawdy ultraviolent supermen probably bear only a nodding resemblance to the historical reality of early medieval Scandinavians is of concern only to the academic specialist, for the colourful figures that spring in all their gory glory from films and novels and adverts have penetrated the popular imagination so successfully that it is certainly necessary to know any history at all to recognise, understand and enjoy the Vikings and the extrovert hedonism they seem to stand for. It is no surprise that many a band has cast a respectful nod to their illustrious forebears in mayhem by writing songs about the Vikings. It is, of course, heavy metal and hard rock which has clinched the Vikings most firmly to its manly breast. Led Zeppelin famously indulged their Norse fantasies in Immigrant Song and again (less famously) in No Quarter. Many others (in this as in so many other ways) followed where Zeppelin had led, and over the course of the 1970s and 1980s luminaries such as Manowar and Iron Maiden were only the most famous of a string of bands happy to pay their own tributes to their horned-helmeted predecessors.​[1]​

Bathory and the Making of Viking Metal

From the end of the 1980s, however, some bands started to go beyond this occasional and uncoordinated one-off evocation of Viking themes and instead began to adopt a Viking image and identity in a more full-hearted and open-ended way. Whole albums celebrated the Vikings, with lyrics and cover art thick with allusions to the written, material and religious culture of early medieval Scandinavia, whilst the band members often chose to clothe themselves in approximations of Viking dress. A new, popular and extremely productive sub-genre, Viking Metal, was born, rising to become a familiar part of the extreme metal scene in the nineties and the first decade of the twentieth century. Pioneering this movement and establishing much of the furniture of Viking Metal that persists to this day was a band from Stockholm named Bathory. Ostensibly a three-piece, to all intents and purposes it was actually the creation and vehicle of a single man, Tomas Forsberg, known enigmatically as Quorthon.

Formed in 1983, Bathory established themselves amongst the originators of extreme metal with their first three albums, purveying a peculiarly harsh and intense brand of music characterised by speed, staccato rhythms and almost indecipherable vocals that were a mixture of screams and guttural grunts. The lyrical content of these records had run through a lot of the typical preoccupations of heavy metal, with chaos, war and, in particular, a great preoccupation with opposition to Christianity, expressed as Satanism. On Blood Fire Death, the band’s fourth album, however, Quorthon started to change direction: although most of the record continued in a similar direction to the earlier material, some of the songs were longer and slower, taking on more epic qualities and, in a couple of cases, dealing with overtly Viking themes. The sleeve reinforced the message, using a (melo-)dramatic painting of The Wild Hunt from the period of the full flood of nineteenth-century post-Wagnerian enthusiasm for the Vikings. The inner sleeve also carried photos of the band dressed in little more than barbarian loin-cloths and carrying large swords in a verdant Swedish forest: it expressed a warrior ethos and an interest in nature, but it also speaks of a galloping – although never acknowledged – homoeroticism.​[2]​

Blood Fire Death, though, was a mere curtain raiser to the full-blown concept albums Hammerheart (1990) and Twilight of the Gods (1991). Hammerheart, the most successful of Bathory’s Viking albums and the ur-text for Viking Metal as a whole, again featured nineteenth-century art and comprised a complete concept album on Scandinavian themes. Musically, it saw long, epic songs, which eschewed the confrontational and inaccessible conventions of extreme metal for more straightforward traditional heavy metal, slower-paced, with comprehensible vocals, and a more melodic, less aggressive sound. A particular feature are the atmospheric samples at the beginnings and ends of several songs – sounds of burning or water lapping or thunder claps – which position the album both in an evocative, filmic, tradition and in a special and close relation to the natural world. Lyrically, the album concentrates on standard Viking activities – sailing and fighting and killing – but also evokes Scandinavian religion, with a concentration on Odin and Valhalla, and displays an awe in the face of nature, in particular the ocean, mountains and forests.

In picking up on such themes, it was clear that Quorthon felt that the fact of his national identity as a Swede gave the Vikings special resonance for him. As he later said:

‘…in an effort to get away from the whole ‘are they true satanists or not’ discussions that went on in the media at the time (sort of drawing the attention away from what was truly important, the music), I felt I wanted to replace the whole demonic and satanic bag with something that was pure from christian and satanic bullshit. The pre-christian Scandinavian Viking and vendel era seemed perfect for lyrics and arrangements. Had BATHORY been a Japanese act, we might as well have picked up the Samurai culture. Had we been an Italian act, it could easily have been the Roman empire era. Now, we happened to be a Swedish act and the Viking and Vendel era seemed exciting in terms of writing music and lyrics.’​[3]​

Stirring, sweeping and swimming with a rich romanticism, Hammerheart proved a potent and alluring mix, peculiarly able to unite performers and audience in enthusiasm for a freer, less constrained, if almost entirely imaginary, past, filled with action, adventure and euphoric transgressive thrills and far removed from the dreary realities of the present day. Yet Hammerheart as a whole is suffused with melancholy. Arguably this is a descendant at some remove (and mediated through Wagner) of the pessimism and stern fatalism that is a defining characteristic both of saga literature and of what is known of medieval Scandinavian religion. But it also represents Bathory’s response to the fact that this world is unavailable, past, dead and gone. This is represented most strongly in ‘One Rode to Asa Bay’, the album’s closing song, and the only Bathory song that Quorthon ever provided with a video. It tells in microcosm the tale of the conversion of Scandinavia to Christianity, portraying it as unwelcome and forced upon an unwilling population:

And the bold man carrying cross
Had told all one of Asa Bay
The God of all man, woman, child had come 
To them all save
And to thank Lord of Heaven
One should build to God a house 
And to save one’s soul from Hell
One should be baptised and say vows

A man of pride with the Hammer told new God 
To build his house on own
And spoke loud of the Gods of their fathers
Not too long time gone
The rumours said the man with a beard like fire
And the Hammer in chain
By men in armour silenced was and by
Their swords was slain

Those who did not pay the one coin
Of four to man of new God
Whipped was twenty and put in chains then locked
By their neck to the log
And so all of Asa Bay did build 
A house of the cross
Every hour of daylight they did sweat




And though he did know already
Though he turned face towards sky
And whispered silent words forgotten
Spoken only way up high
Now this house of a foreign God does stand
Now must they leave us alone
Still he heard from somewhere in the woods
Old crow of wisdom say
…people of Asa land, it’s only just begun…





Hammerheart is probably the most successful of Bathory’s Viking albums, but it is one amongst many. 1991 saw the release of Twilight of the Gods, but then Quorthon took a break from his Viking themes to develop other projects. By the late nineties, however, he had returned to his subject, with the release of Blood on Ice, an album conceived, written and partially recorded in the late 1980s, but not completed and released until 1996. The early years of the new century saw the release of Nordland (2002) and Nordland 2 (2003), conceived as the first parts of a four album sequence, but never completed as a result of Quorthon’s death of heart failure at the age of 38 in June 2004.

In the meantime, many others had taken up the themes of Viking metal in one way or another, turning it from the preoccupation of a single artist into a fully fledged and very active sub-genre in its own right. The scene soon acquired fame but also notoriety through the eye-catching antics of the group of Norwegian black metallers  that coalesced around the record shop Helvete in Oslo in the early 1990s: the church burnings and murders associated with that scene constitute above all an essay in dysfunctional small group dynamics, but they certainly drew vastly more attention to extreme metal as a whole and its Scandinavian manifestations in particular, lending it an outlaw caché as the most radical (and parent-enraging) musical form available. It was at this time that the nationalist elements which – as Quorthon himself had acknowledged – had always been a part of the attraction of Viking metal for Scandinavians hardened into outright racism and anti-Semitism, particularly among some adherents of Ásatru, the supposed revived Viking paganism which has some currency amongst Viking metallers.​[4]​















^1	  The development of Viking-inspired rock music is explored at greater length than is possible here in S.J.P. Trafford and A.G. Pluskowski, ‘Antichrist superstars: the Vikings in hard rock and heavy metal’, in D.W. Marshall (ed.), Mass Market Medieval: Essays on the Middle Ages in Popular Culture (McFarland: Jefferson, North Carolina and London, 2007), 57-74. See also a number of essays in the extremely useful collection edited by I. Von Helden and N. Scott, The Metal Void: First Gatherings (http://www.inter-disciplinary.net/publishing/id-press/ebooks/the-metal-void/).
^2	  Sexuality of any sort is not a subject with which extreme metal or, arguably, the majority of its audience, is especially at ease. On the deeply conflicted attitudes of a genre that revels in masculinity (routinely ignoring women altogether) yet generally excoriates homosexuality, see R. Walser, Running With the Devil: Power, Gender and Madness in Heavy Metal Music (Wesleyan University Press: Middletown, Connecticut, 1993) and K. Kahn-Harris, Extreme Metal: Music and Culture on the Edge (Berg: Oxford, 2007).
^3	  www.anus.com/metal/about/interviews/quorthon/
^4	  The events surrounding the Helvete scene are most easily accessible in M. Moynihan and D. Søderlind, Lords of Chaos: The Bloody Rise of the Satanic Metal Underground (Feral House: Venice, California, 1998), although careful and sceptical handling is advisable.
